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viewed, e.g., in Kauer and White, 2001; Urban, 2002).
This spatial coding hypothesis is strongly supported by
molecular biological (Ressler et al., 1994; Vassar et al.,
1994) and imaging studies (Friedrich and Korsching,
1997; Meister and Bonhoeffer, 2001; Rubin and Katz,
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1999; Uchida et al., 2000; Wachowiak and Cohen, 2001;Max-Planck-Institut fu¨r medizinische Forschung
reviewed in Kauer and White, 2001). Fast imaging meth-Jahnstrasse 29
ods (Kauer, 1988; Spors and Grinvald, 2002) and in vivoD-69120 Heidelberg
electrophysiological recordings (Adrian, 1950; Kauer,Germany
1974; Laurent et al., 1996; Margrie et al., 2001; Margrie
and Schaefer, 2003; Wellis et al., 1989) describe both
fast and slow temporal patterns of odor-evoked activitySummary
and form the basis for models postulating odor-specific
complex spatiotemporal patterns as a basis of odorOdor discrimination times and their dependence on
representation on the level of the OB. In fish and variousstimulus similarity were evaluated to test temporal and
insect species, slow patterning of activity in principalspatial models of odor representation in mice. In a go/
neuronsof theOBor the antenna lobecouldbeobservedno-go operant conditioning paradigm, discrimination
(Friedrich and Laurent, 2001; Galizia et al., 2000; Laurentaccuracy and time were determined for simple mono-
et al., 1996, 2001; Laurent, 1999; Lei et al., 2002). Formolecular odors and binary mixtures of odors. Mice
related stimuli, such patterns became more dissimilardiscriminated simple odors with an accuracy ex-
within seconds after stimulus onset, suggesting slow,ceeding 95%. Binary mixtures evoking highly overlap-
temporally evolving mechanisms of contrast enhance-
ping spatiotemporal patterns of activity in the olfactory
ment (Friedrich and Laurent, 2001). However, it remains
bulb were discriminated equally well. However, while
unclear to what extent spatial representation and tem-
discriminating simple odors in less than 200 ms, mice
poral processing contribute to odor discrimination, and
required 70–100 ms more time to discriminate highly
on which timescale temporal processing works in
similar binary mixtures. We conclude that odor dis- mammals.
crimination in mice is fast and stimulus dependent. To address this problem, a quantitative top-down ap-
Thus, the underlying neuronal mechanisms act on a proach is required that offers constraints for mechanis-
fast timescale, requiring only a brief epoch of odor- tic models of odor discrimination: psychophysical reac-
specific spatiotemporal representations to achieve tion times and their stimulus dependence efficiently
rapid discrimination of dissimilar odors. The fine dis- provide such constraints, as they describe the proper-
crimination of highly similar stimuli, however, requires ties of the behaving system in relation to defined stimuli.
temporal integration of activity, suggesting a tradeoff Since the seminal work of Helmholtz and Donders
between accuracy and speed. (Donders, 1869; von Helmholtz, 1850), the study of reac-
tion times has proven exceptionally fruitful to test mod-
Introduction els of mental processing in humans (Sternberg, 1969;
Taylor, 1976) and other primates (Hanes and Schall,
1996; Reddi and Carpenter, 2000; Vaadia et al., 1995).The olfactory system of a sommelier, a drug detection
Reaction times provide a temporal limit within which anydog, or a truffle-scouting pig permits the accurate dis-
given neuronal discrimination mechanism is requiredcrimination and identification of virtually identical odor
to perform. Furthermore, reaction times depending onmixtures from a background of many thousands of vola-
stimulus similarity strongly suggest that time-dependenttile chemicals. How the circuitry of the olfactory system
mechanisms underlie discrimination of stimuli. In vari-achieves this remarkable task remains largely elusive.
ous sensory systems, reaction times in simple go/Early models based on the known anatomy of the ol-
no-go choice discrimination tasks were shown to be asfactory bulb (OB) and imaging studies with markers of
low as 200 ms and critically dependent on task difficultyactivity such as indicators of metabolism (2-deoxy-
(reviewed in Luce, 1986). Therefore, the underlying neu-D-[14C]glucose [2-DG]; Johnson and Leon, 2000; Jour-
ronal mechanisms must be fast and time dependent.dan et al., 1980; Stewart et al., 1979) or immediate-early
The chemosensory system, however, is usually believedgenes like c-fos (Guthrie et al., 1993) proposed a spatial
to be an exception, with rather slow response character-representation of odors that is refined by lateral inhibi-
istics (reviewed in Laurent, 1999; Slotnick, 1990), al-tory circuits to allow the discrimination of closely related
though evidence is accumulating that questions theodors (Rospars and Fort, 1994; Yokoi et al., 1995; re-
generality of that notion (Halpern and Tapper, 1971; Slot-
nick, 1990; Uchida and Mainen, 2003; Johnson et al.,
*Correspondence: schaefer@mpimf-heidelberg.mpg.de 2003; Ditzen et al., 2003). One of the most quantitative
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studies reported fast, yet stimulus-independent reaction3Present address: Ecole Polytechnique Fe´de´rale de Lausanne, Brain
times in an odor generalization paradigm in rats (Uchidaand Mind Institute, 1015 Lausanne, Switzerland.
andMainen, 2003). This observation is difficult to recon-4Present address: Department of Physiology, University College
London, Gower Street, London WC1E 6BT, United Kingdom. cile with stimulus dependence found in other sensory
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Figure 1. Mice Can Be Trained to Discriminate Highly Similar Mixtures
(A) Scheme of an individual trial. (A1) Breaking the light beam across the sampling port initiates a trial. (A2) Presentation of an odor for a time
period of 2 s. (A3) Licking in response to a rewarded odor triggers water delivery. In response to an unrewarded odor, the trained animal
retracts its head.
(B) Accuracy as a measure of odor discrimination. (Top) Two groups of mice are shown (group 1, n  11, filled circles; group 2, n  10, open
triangles). After 1200 discrimination trials with 1% cineol versus 1% eugenol (no difference between groups at any time; p  0.1 in all 12
Student’s t tests), group 1 was tested with the monomolecular odor pair amyl acetate (AA; 1%) versus ethyl butyrate (EB; 1%), and group 2
was tested with binary mixtures (0.6% AA  0.4% EB versus 0.4% AA  0.6% EB). Acquisition took longer for group 2 than for group 1
(interaction F5,95  9.2; p  106; two-way ANOVA), final performance was indistinguishable in both groups (p  0.7; Mann-Whitney). (Bottom)
Same as top experiment except that a novel group of seven naive mice were first trained on a “no odor” condition (using the carrier medium
mineral oil both as S and S stimulus) and subsequently on the mixture discrimination task and finally again on the “no odor” condition.
(C) Unintended cues do not affect discrimination task. Indistinguishable performance in the 20 trials before and after switching to completely
new odor lines (p  0.7; paired Student’s t test; six mice and three switches for each animal). A small jitter is introduced to allow visibility of
individual data points. Error bars reflect SD. Note the enlarged y scale compared to (B).
systems and the common proposition that the “unused” Results
temporal domain could encode information about qual-
ity and quantity of the sensory stimulus (Freeman, 1981; Accurate Discrimination of Highly Similar
Binary MixturesLaurent et al., 1996, 2001; Laurent, 1999). To assess which
mechanisms are essential for the discrimination of simi- Odor discrimination was examined by training mice on
a go/no-go operant conditioning task to distinguish sim-lar odors in higher vertebrates, we investigated discrimi-
nation times in mice trained on odor pairs of varying ple odors or binary mixtures of odors (Figure 1A; see
Experimental Procedures). Naive animals acquired a ba-similarity as judged by imaging experiments using intrin-
sic signals and voltage-sensitive dyes. We found that sic discrimination task, for example, distinguishing the
rewarded (S) odor cineol from the unrewarded (S)mice can discriminate simple odor pairs with high accu-
racy in less than 200 ms. Even very similar stimuli were odor eugenol, within 600 trials with their performance
stabilizing at more than 95% correct responses (Figurediscriminated with high accuracy, but at the expense of
speed: an additional time of 70–100 ms was required to 1B). Acquisition of a second basic discrimination task
(amyl acetate [AA] versus ethyl butyrate [EB]) was faster,discriminate closely related odormixtures.We conclude
that the olfactory system can rapidly discriminate dis- and steady-state performance was reached within only
300 to 400 trials (Figure 1B, black curve). If this discrimi-similar odors; thus neuronalmechanisms that are involved
need only a short epoch of odor-specific spatiotemporal nation task consisted of binary mixtures with similar
ratios (0.4% AA  0.6% EB versus 0.6% AA  0.4%representations to achieve rapid discrimination of dissimi-
lar odors. However, temporal integration is needed to dis- EB), designed to produce highly similar stimuli, acquisi-
tion took longer, but nevertheless animals reached acriminate highly similar odors.
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Figure 2. Rapid Discrimination of Simple
Odors
(A) Experimental design and determination of
odor discrimination time. (A1) Structure of an
individual trial. Upon trial initiation (black
arrow), an odor line is activated, and airflow
is diverted from the odor port. After 500 ms,
switching the diversion valve (D-valve) starts
odor application with a defined onset, lasting
for 2 s (black box). Awater reward (blue arrow)
is applied at the end of S odor application
depending on the animal’s licking response.
Trials are separated by a minimum of 5 s.
(A2) Typical sampling pattern during early
(upper panel) and late (lower panel) training.
The ordinate shows the average occupancy
of the sampling port for each 20 ms time bin
(0  head out; 1  head in). Individual re-
sponse to S (red) and S (green) odors. (A3)
Average beam break (sampling) pattern for
100 presentations of the S and 100 presen-
tations of the S odor. Error bars indicate
SD. (A4) Statistical difference between re-
sponse to S and S odor from (A3) (see
Experimental Procedures). Asmeasure for re-
action time, the crossing of the p value 0.05
line is indicated and was 253 ms in this ex-
ample.
(B) Histogram of discrimination times includ-
ing all experiments involving AA and EB (n 
18 mice). Each task (200–300 trials) was cal-
culated independently. Only taskswith70%
accuracy were selected (note that chance
level is 50%). The line depicts the cumulative
probability derived from the histogram.
(C) Response latencies precisely depend on
odor onset. Difference of sampling between
S odor (green in [A3]) and S odor (red in [A3]; six mice; see Experimental Procedures) for diversion valve times 300 ms (green), 500 ms
(yellow), 700 ms (brown). Each line depicts the average across one block for an individual animal. (C1) Traces are aligned to the beginning
of the trial. (C2) Traces aligned to odor onset. (C3) Discrimination times extracted from (C1) (dashed line, open triangles; one-way ANOVA F 
265; p  106) and (C2) (solid line, solid circles; F  0.6; p  0.6) are plotted relative to beginning of the trial and odor onset, respectively.
Lines are best linear fit. Error bars indicate SD.
stable performance exceeding 95% of correct choices cues (contamination) were not affecting performance.
Therefore, mice respond to the intended odor cues only.(Figure 1B, red curve). Performance during the last two
blocks of 100 trials was independent of the similarity of
the odor pair (p 0.1; Student’s t test). No learning was Rapid Discrimination of Simple Odors
After demonstrating that mice could reliably discrimi-observed when the same experimental protocol was
carried out in the absence of odors, demonstrating the nate even highly similar odor mixtures, we determined
the time required to make such highly accurate deci-contiguity of learning and the odors used and thus the
integrity of the olfactometer (Figure 1B, bottom). Hence, sions. Figure 2A summarizes the experimental proce-
dure that was used to determine odor discriminationmice can discriminate simple odors as well as highly
similar binarymixtureswith close tomaximumaccuracy. times (see Experimental Procedures). We took advan-
tage of the fact that trained mice consistently retractedTo further test if mice utilized unintended cues, such
as clicking sounds of valves, chemical contamination in their heads when a S odor was applied but remained
in the odor port to receive the reward when applyingthe tubing, or any combination of these with odor cues,
an additional six animals were trained to discriminate the S odor (see Figures 1A2 and 1A3). Hence, the
position of the animal’s head, when monitored with highbetween the AAEBmixtures (see Experimental Proce-
dures). After task acquisition, the odor delivery lines temporal resolution, will directly reflect the reaction of
the animal in response to the odor application. Duringwere successively shifted to yet unused odor valves and
bottles during the course of the experiment. None of the initial training phase (Figure 2A2, upper panel), indi-
vidual S (green) or S (red) trials display brief periodsthese manipulations affected performance (Figure 1C;
performance before, 96.5%  4.4%; after, 95.9%  of indecisiveness coincident with stimulus onset. After
several hundred trials of training, animals showed consis-4.2%; p 0.7; paired Student’s t test; note the enlarged
scale in comparison with Figure 1B and that SD rather tent behavior (Figure 2A2, lower panel). For a S odor,
no responses were required, reinforced, or punished;thanSEM isplotted), suggesting that line-specific nonol-
factory cues (clicking noise) or unintended olfactory nevertheless, mice well familiar with the paradigm al-
Neuron
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Figure 4. Rapid Similarity-Dependent Discrimination after Brief
Training
(A) (A1) Training performance. Task acquisition is affected by odorFigure 3. Discrimination Time Increases with Odor Similarity
similarity but not odor concentration. Experimentally naive mice(A) Training schedule. Accuracy of discrimination shown as percent
were trained on 1% cineol versus 1% eugenol for four tasks of 300correct choices of 100 trials. Each data point is the average of six
trials each (brown). Subsequently group 1 (circles; n 6) was trainedanimals. The abscissa reflects progression of time. Analysis of DT
on the simple odor pair 1% AA versus 1% EB (black), group 2 (solidrestricted to the areas highlighted with a green bar. Shaded area
triangles; n  6) was trained on a lower concentration (0.2% AAcorresponds to tasks during which performance was still stabilizing.
versus 0.2% EB [gray]), and group 3 (open inverted triangles; n Odor pairs used were 1% AA versus 1% EB and mixtures of AA and
4) was trained on the mixture (0.6% AA  0.4% EB versus 0.4%EB as indicated above and below (values given in %; 6/4 v 4/6 
AA 0.6%EB; red). (A2) Concentration differences are hard to learn.0.6% AA  0.4% EB versus 0.4% AA  0.6% EB; all odor pairs
As in (A1), after cineol and eugenol training, one group (crosses; nwere counterbalanced as described in the Experimental Proce-
6) was trained on the mixture (0.6% AA  0.4% EB versus 0.4%dures section).
AA  0.6% EB; orange), but a second group (open squares; n  6)(B) DT corresponding to experimental blocks indicated in (A) (green
was trained on the concentration difference 0.6% EB versus 0.4%bars). DTs for the population and for individual animals (gray lines)
EB (blue).are larger for pairs of binary mixtures than for the simple pairs of
(B) Discrimination times for the period highlighted with a green barmonomolecular odors (AA versus EB).
in (A). For assignment of colors, see (A).(C) Accuracy (averaged for the same period as in [B]).
(D) Intertrial interval as a measure of motivation is independent
of odor similarity (median  SEM; comparison between any two
conditions p  0.1; paired Student’s t test). time required to make a decision independent of the
temporal synchronization of breathing and odor applica-
tion (see also Experimental Procedures). It revealed that
mice require as little as 200 ms to discriminate reliablymost always retracted their heads upon presentation of
a S odor and groomed or explored the remainder of two simple odors. In 18 mice discriminating AA and EB,
discrimination times averaged 269  70 ms (median the cage during the intertrial interval. Conversely, for a
S odor they remained in the odor port anticipating the SD; n  60 tasks, 200 to 300 trials each; Figure 2B).
Such rapid discrimination times can only bemeasuredwater reward. Typical S and S “sampling pattern”
(average head position as a function of time after odor reliably if the stimulus onset is well defined and if nonol-
factory cues can be excluded as factors influencing theline activation) are shown in Figure 2A3. Discrimination
time (DT) was measured as the first point in time after temporal structure of the animals’ behavior. This was
assessed by varying the delay time between odor linestimulus onset when a significant difference between
the reaction to S and S trials was observed in a activation and odor delivery to the animal from 300 to
700 ms. The response was measured as the differencepopulation of typically 200 to 300 repeated trials (Figures
2A3 and 2A4; see Experimental Procedures). This ap- between average S and S sampling pattern. Such
response traces were shifted by the delay introducedproach was designed to identify the shortest possible
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by a diversion valve (Figure 2C1). Shifting the response
time courses according to the diversion valve delay (Fig-
ure 2C2) resulted in overlay of all time courses and a
discrimination time independent of diversion valve delay
(Figure 2C3). Thus, nonolfactory cues such as the click-
ing noise of the odor valve opening or possible odor
leakage through the diversion valve do not influence the
temporal profile of the animals’ responses.We conclude
that mice can discriminate between monomolecular
odors such as AA and EB in less than 200 ms, as this
was the shortest time measured from odor onset until
discrimination and head retraction from the odor port
was completed.
Discrimination Times Critically Depend
on Odor Similarity
Having established that odor discrimination in mice is
rapid and highly accurate, we asked if DT depends on
the extent of stimulus similarity as known from other
sensorymodalities. To control for changes in discrimina-
tion time due to general changes in performance, we
trained six mice over a period of several months, alter- Figure 5. Summary of Discrimination Times for Monomolecular
nating the simple monomolecular odor pair AA and EB Odors and Mixtures of Varying Similarity
(Figure 3A, black) with pairs consisting of binary AA  (A) Cumulative probabilities of the discrimination times for the simple
odor pair (black; n  60 tasks; n  18 mice) and the binary mixturesEB mixtures (Figure 3A, red). Subsequent to an initial
(red; n  112 tasks; n  16 mice). Mixture discrimination latencieslearning phase where the procedural aspects of the
are larger than latencies for simple odors (p  0.01; K-S). Data istrainingprotocolwere acquired, odor discriminationwas
taken from Figure 3 and Figure 4 for all tasks (200–300 trials) with
stable at a highperformance over the entire courseof the a performance of 70%.
experiment. While the performance dropped transiently (B) Mixture discrimination latencies were shorter during “simple”
upon introduction of binary mixtures, mice still per- mixture tasks (containing 0.8%/0.2% mixtures; n  32 tasks; n  6
mice) compared to those obtained during “difficult” mixture tasksformed well above chance level and quickly stabilized
(0.6%/0.4% versus 0.4%/0.6% only; n  19 tasks; n  18 mice;at 90% for all odor pairs tested. For the following
p  0.05; K-S). To ascertain stable performance, only tasks withanalysis, only blockswith stable high performance at the
performance greater than 95% were included. Including all
end of each task (Figure 3A, green bars) were included. tasks 70% yields the same result (p  0.01; K-S).
Discrimination times for mixtures were consistently
longer than those determined for the simple odor pair
(p  0.01; Mann-Whitney), even when alternating dis- DTs shown in Figure 3 were determined after ex-
tended training. It seemsunlikely that training or cumula-crimination tasks consisting of simple odors and binary
mixtures were repeated several times (Figure 3B, black tive exposure to odors could be the reason for the longer
DT for mixtures compared to simple odors. Neverthe-versus red bars). In all animals, DT for mixtures is longer
than the interleaved DT for the simple odor pair (Figure less, enriched olfactory environment is sometimes
thought to increase acuity of odor perception (Rochefort3B, gray lines). The only exception to this was observed
during the initial tasks, where the mice have not yet fully et al., 2002), raising the possibility that the rapidity of
the discrimination process might partially be due to pro-acquired the procedural aspects of the discrimination
training. This can be shown by alternating mixture and longed exposure to the particular odorants. To test this,
we first trained naive mice to discriminate 1% cineolsimple odor pairs only after completion of procedural
training with a different odor pair (data not shown). Pro- from 1%eugenol to establish the training paradigm (Fig-
ure 4A1, brown). Subsequently, one set of mice waslonged training does not alter performance levels and
DTs significantly (Figures 3B and 3C). The intertrial inter- trained on 1% AA versus 1% EB, and a second set was
trained on binary mixtures (0.6% AA  0.4% EB versusval (Figure 3D) and lick frequency (data not shown),
parameters reflecting the overall motivation and arousal 0.4% AA 0.6% EB). After only two blocks of 300 trials,
discrimination times (Figure 4B, black and red bars)werestate of the animals, are indistinguishable over the
course of the experiment. Thus, the differences in dis- virtually identical (p  0.3; unpaired Student’s t test) to
those seen in the animals trained for several months (cf.crimination time can not be explained by changes in
motivation or activity levels of the animals. Increasing Figure 3B). Repeating similar experiments with another
set of animals confirmed the stability and reproducibilitythe total number of training trials for individual mixtures
did also not influence discrimination times (data not of both the training profile and in particular the discrimi-
nation time measure (DTSimple  240  17 ms [mean shown). In summary, DTs can be measured reliably over
extended time periods and across different animals; SEM]; n 6; DTMix 343 21 ms; n 5). As this training
required a total exposure time to each odor of less thanmore time is required for the accurate discrimination of
closely related binary mixtures than for pairs of different 10 min over a period of 2 days (300 trials for each odor-
ant), fast odor discrimination is not a consequence ofmonomolecular odors, demonstrating stimulus depen-
dence of DTs. very extensive training.
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Figure 6. Spatial and Spatiotemporal Patterns Evoked by Binary Mixtures Are Highly Similar
(A) Dorsal view of the left olfactory bulb in a trained mouse, imaged through thinned bone (top left). Note the presence of fine blood vessels
as skull and dura are unperturbed by the surgery. Functional odor maps obtained for four different stimuli are presented at two concentrations
(odor flow 10 and 50 sccm/min; top and bottom row, respectively). Activation patterns evoked by the simple odor pair amyl acetate (AA) and
ethyl butyrate (EB) are more dissimilar than those evoked by the binary mixtures. Arrowheads show examples of regions activated by
binary mixtures and simple odors. Clipping ranges are as follows: A1, A2, 0.07%–0.05%; A3, A4, 0.05%–0.04%; A5, A6, 0.15%–0.15%; A7,
A8, 0.1%–0.1%. Scale bar, 200 m. Regions activated by any odor and any concentration are shown in the bottom left panel.
(B) Responses to a simple odor pair are less correlated than responses to binary mixtures across different concentrations. All regions activated
by any odor at any concentration were manually chosen (e.g., see pattern in [A], bottom left). Resulting vectors of temporally averaged
responses were correlated for simple odors (black solid circles) or binary mixtures (black open circles; n  4 trained mice). Calculating
correlations using the entire image rather than selected regions yielded the same results (ANOVA; F  31; p  105; data not shown). To
assess the influence of noise, repetitions of odor presentations of the same odor were correlated both for the mixtures (pink open circles)
and the simple odors (pink solid circles).
(C) AA and EB activate overlapping regions of the dorsal olfactory bulb as visualized using voltage-sensitive dye imaging. Spatial patterns of
simple odors are less correlated than the spatial patterns evoked by the 60:40 and the 40:60 mixtures. Average of ten odor presentations
during the time window indicated in (E) with gray shading. Scale bar, 200 m. The same maps were displayed with inverted gray scale (top
row) and color scale (bottom row) to facilitate the comparison with the intrinsic imaging results.
(D) The spatial patterns of odor-evoked electrical activity are more similar for the 40:60 and 60:40 mixtures than those for the simple odors
AA and EB (0.95  0.01 versus 0.36  0.11 [mean  SEM]; n  7; p  0.001; Wilcoxon rank sum test). Individual correlation pairs are shown
in blue.
(E) Time courses of activation for glomeruli are more similar for the mixtures. (E1) Time courses of putative glomeruli outlined in (C) sorted
according to the odors: glomeruli can be activated by only one of the two simple odors (red trace, Glomerulus3), weakly activated by one
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To obtain binary mixtures, each of the two odors had Odor Mixtures Activate Spatially Highly
Overlapping Patterns in the OBto be diluted (0.2%/0.4%/0.6%/0.8%versus 1% for sim-
ple odor discrimination tasks). We thus tested whether of Trained Mice
Our finding that successful discrimination of binary mix-the increased time needed to discriminate mixtures
compared to the simple odors is due to the lower odor tures requires more time than discrimination of simple
odor pairs suggests that the length of the DT may corre-concentrations present or actually due to the qualitative
similarity of themixtures.Mice easily learned to discrimi- late with the similarity between odor representations on
the level of the OB. Odor representations in the OBnate 0.2% AA versus 0.2% EB and performed withmaxi-
mal accuracy within 300 trials (Figure 4A1, gray). DTs exhibit various degrees of overlap for chemically similar
odors. It is hard to a priori predict the degree of overlapdetermined in this task were statistically indistinguish-
able (p  0.2; unpaired Student’s t test; n  6 versus 6) for different odor pairs. It is thus necessary to probe the
intuitive notion of similarity by determining the similarityfrom those found with the standard concentration of 1%
in the same experiment (Figure 4B, gray and black bars). of the spatiotemporal pattern evoked by the odorants
used in the behavioral experiment. To determine theThis suggests that DTs are independent of odor concen-
trations in the relevant concentration range of 0.2% to degree of pattern overlap for AA and EB and their binary
mixtures, we first generated odor maps by measuring1%. Thus, increased DTs for the mixture discrimination
are not due to reduced concentrations of the compo- odor responses on the population level with intrinsic
signal imaging. On the dorsal surface of the main OB,nents but are most likely due to the similarity of the mix-
tures. several AA- and EB-specific glomeruli were found in
trained mice (arrowheads in Figure 6A). The responsesThe composition of binary mixtures implies that mice
could potentially focus on only one of the two odors to the mixtures were weaker than the responses to the
pure odors and much more similar to each other (Figurepresent in the mixture and detect concentration differ-
ences rather than the mixtures themselves. This was 6A; r  0.87 and 0.98 for the odor flow 10 and 50 sccm/
min, respectively) than the response to the pure odorstested in an experiment using 0.4% EB versus 0.6% EB
as stimuli. In this experiment, learning was much slower (r  0.13 and 0.41 for the odor flow 10 and 50 sccm/
min, respectively). Based on these results, we can there-than that for the binary mixture discrimination and did
not reach maximum performance (Figure 4A2; ANOVA; fore classify the binary mixtures used as highly similar
stimuli. During behavioral tasks, sniffing depth and fre-group  time interaction F  4.3; p  0.005; blue line;
similar resultswere obtained usingAA [data not shown]). quency are likely to be modulated based on stimulus
properties (Johnson et al., 2003); thus, the odor concen-No difference was detected in the performance levels
and the discrimination time measurements between re- tration present at the nasal epithelium is difficult to pre-
dict. To take this into account, we recorded intrinsicwarding the lower and the higher concentration of EB
(group and group time interaction F 0.3; discrimina- responses to a wide range of odor concentrations. The
lowest concentrations were chosen to be just abovetion times, 482  8 ms and 490  79 ms, respectively
[mean SEM]; n 3 each). Furthermore, the DTs deter- response threshold. The highest concentrations re-
sulted in saturating responses inmost activated glomer-mined from the last 300 trials were significantly longer
(Figure 4B). Therefore, we conclude that the discrimina- uli. Thus, the concentrations occurring at the nasal epi-
thelium in the behaving mouse were probably covered.tion of binary mixtures reflects a process involving
both odors. Figure 6B shows that the functional maps evoked by
simple odors are dissimilar over the entire concentrationFigure 5 summarizes the results of a series of discrimi-
nation time experiments: DTs for AA versus EB were range, with the differences increasing for reduced odor
concentrations (ANOVA; F  85.3; p  106). This resultfast (269  70 ms [median  SD]; n  60 tasks; Figure
5A, black curve); for binarymixtures,DTswere increased suggests that our criterion of similarity, determined in
anaesthetized mice, also holds in the context of behav-by about 80 ms (348  69 ms; n  112 tasks; p  0.01;
Kolmogorov-Smirnov [K-S] test; Figure 5A, red curve). ioral experiments.
A decreased correlation between odor-evoked pat-Limiting the analysis to tasks with performance accu-
racy higher than 80%, 90%, or 95% or measuring DT terns usually implies enhanced discriminability. In the
case of small signals, low correlation can, however, alsoas the time to half maximal discrimination yielded the
same increase in DT of about 80 ms. Similar increases be a result of large background noise levels that over-
shadow the evoked signals. Thus, correlations betweenwere observed for other odor and mixture pairs (data
not shown). Separating the mixture experiments further repeated presentations of the same stimuli were calcu-
lated (Figure 6B, pink). For the mixtures, correlation val-into “difficult mixtures” (0.4%  0.6% versus 0.6% 
0.4%) and “simple mixtures” (less similar mixture pairs, ues decreased in a similar way for the repetition analysis
as for the correlations between mixtures describedsee Experimental Procedures) resulted in a mean differ-
ence of the two populations of 50 ms (simple mixtures, above (ANOVA; F  0.37; p  0.54). Thus, we conclude
that decreasing correlations observed when lower odor325  50 ms; n  32; difficult mixtures, 376  56 ms;
n 19; p 0.05; Figure 5B), indicating that the relation- concentrations were applied are due to reduced signal-
to-noise levels, implying that mixtures might haveship of speed and similarity also holds on finer scales.
and strongly activated by the second odor (blue trace, Glomerulus1), or almost equally activated by both esters. Traces from freely breathing
mice were realigned according to respiration before averaging (n  8 repetitions). Valve opening time in red and averaged respiration trace
in black are below the time courses. The respiration alignment is optimized for the beginning of the response. (E2) To facilitate the comparison
of the time courses of the same glomeruli in response to the different stimuli, the traces shown in (E1) were sorted according to the glomeruli.
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evoked highly similar spatial activity pattern also at the Amajor finding of our study is that discrimination time
strongly depended on the similarity of the two stimulilowest odor concentration. In summary, these results
suggest that AA andEBproducemore different patterns, presented. The similarity of stimuli was controlled by
mixing two odors at different ratios and verified by com-whereas the binary mixtures show highly overlapping
patterns, consistent with the hypothesis that the DT paring odor-evoked spatial maps using intrinsic signal
imaging over a wide range of concentrations. Addition-increases with the extent of similarity in spatial patterns.
Drawbacks of intrinsic signal imagingare that the tem- ally, the spatiotemporal domain of odor representations
in the OB was examined with voltage-sensitive dye im-poral domain of stimulus representation is largely ne-
glected and that it is only an indirect measure of the aging, which provides a direct and fast optical measure
of electrical activity. Both approaches revealed that theelectrical activity. To assess the similarity of the odor
representations on a fast timescale, we optically re- spatial pattern was different when individual odors, AA
or EB, were applied, but highly similar when binary mix-corded odor-evoked electrical activity with the voltage-
sensitive dye RH1838. AA and EB each produced a dis- tures of AA and EB were tested (Figure 6). As both
imaging methods are restricted to monitoring activitytinct spatial patternwith partial overlapwhen integrating
over the first 400 ms of the odor response, whereas on the dorsal side of the OB, we chose the esters AA
andEB, which primarily activated glomeruli in this regionthe binary mixtures produced highly overlapping maps
(Figure 6C), consistent with the result obtained with in- (Xu et al., 2003). We conclude that the binary mixtures
were highly similar, because they evoked almost identi-trinsic signal imaging. Thedegreeof correlationbetween
the responses to AA and EB varied between individual cal spatial patterns of activity in the OB. Our findings
with VSD imaging allow us to extend this conclusionmice; however, the similarity of the odor-evoked spatial
maps for the two mixtures is very high in all animals into the timedomain: themixtures generatedhighly simi-
lar time courses of activation in the OB (Figure 6E).examined (Figure 6D). In addition todifferences in spatial
patterns, the time courses of selected glomeruli are Differences that are clearly present in the stimuli and
can be reliably resolved by the animal are thereforeclearly different when single odors are used but hard to
distinguish if binary mixtures are compared (Figure 6E). minimal on the population level of the OB as shown
by optical imaging. They could potentially be hidden inThus, an external observer examining the spatiotempo-
ral dynamics of the odor representations on the dorsal correlations of the firing pattern of individual neurons
that cannot be resolved even with fast VSD imagingOB indeed faces amuch harder task in correctly discrim-
inating the binarymixtures from each other than in doing techniques.
The results demonstrate that the olfactory system re-so with the simple odors.
quires up to 100msmore time to accurately discriminate
highly similar stimuli compared to discriminating dissim-Discussion
ilar stimuli. Similarity dependence of reaction times was
observed in other sensory systems (Luce, 1986) and hasStudying odor discrimination in mice using an olfactory
been discussed in the context of olfactory psychophys-conditioning task, we found that mice can discriminate
ics in humans (reviewed in Slotnick, 1990). Hence, inmonomolecular odors in as little as 200 ms. This time
period includes delays associated with airflow to and addition to being fast, the olfactory system shares an-
other key feature with other sensory systems, that is, aacross the olfactory epithelium, olfactory processing,
initiation of motor responses, and execution of motor similarity-dependent increase in processing time.
What are the factors underlying similarity-dependentactivity. The time delays associated with odor applica-
tion are at least on the order of 10–20 ms, estimated on increases in processing time? Assuming that the under-
lying process resides in the olfactory system (Donders,the basis of flow rates and the distance from the final
valve to the nose of themouse (see Experimental Proce- 1869; Miller and Low, 2001; Sternberg, 1969), several
models have been proposed. For example, winnerlessdures). The contribution of higher cortical and motor
components of the system are difficult to estimate but competition models (Laurent et al., 2001; Rabinovich et
al., 2001), based on slow temporal patterns and specificmay require at least another 30–50ms. Thus, from signal
transduction and integration on the level of olfactory inhibitory circuitry, suggest that a time window of 500
ms to several seconds yields enhanced discrimination.receptor neurons, via processing in the OB to computa-
tions in the olfactory cortex, the olfactory circuitry may The clearest experimental evidence for a prominent role
of a slow temporal process in decorrelating input pat-achieve odor discrimination in less than 150 ms. In fact,
it has been reported that subconscious adjustments of terns came from work in the OB of zebrafish, where
substantial decorrelation was observed only after 0.8–sniff properties in humans are made within as little as
160ms (Johnson et al., 2003). The speed of the olfactory 1.5 s (Friedrich and Laurent, 2001). Hence, the time win-
dows suggested by thesemodels are too slow to explainsystem inmice determined here is compatible with reac-
tion times measured in other sensory systems (Beidler, our experimental results obtained inmice. The paradigm
of winnerless competition could be implemented with1953; Ditterich et al., 2003; Halpern and Tapper, 1971;
reviewed in Luce, 1986), suggesting that reaction times as yet unknown mammalian-specific faster synaptic in-
teractions and may then serve as a model of olfactoryon the order of a few 100 ms are a general feature of
sensory systems. Our results exclude slowmechanisms discrimination in mice accounting for the similarity-
dependent increase in processing time. Independently,such as attractor stabilization or slow decorrelation as
mechanisms for the discrimination of simple odor pairs. the slow temporal patterning might be important to pro-
vide a substrate for learning and memory, for the dis-The time frame for neuronal mechanisms underlying
odor discrimination will have to be on the order of a few crimination of novel stimuli, or for generalization and
habituation (Linster et al., 2002). The latter are unlikely tohundred milliseconds after stimulus onset at most.
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affect our interpretations, because we observed rapid, protocol thus ensures that animals take as much time
similarity-dependent discrimination times already after as needed. Despite the technical differences of the two
very limited odor exposure (Figure 4). The similarity de- studies, both obtain very similar discrimination times:
pendence could imply that odor representation has to Uchida and Mainen estimate the lapse between valve
be “focused” over time such that overlaps in odor repre- opening and the time the odor reaches the nasal epithe-
sentation are reduced (Friedrich and Laurent, 2001; lium to be around 140 ms and subtract this value from
Faber et al., 1999). This could, for example, be achieved all measured reaction times. The uncorrected discrimi-
by temporal integration or averaging of the signals in nation times would thus be in the range of 270–600 ms,
downstreambrain regions (Luce, 1986). This simple form i.e., slower than what we measure in mice. Our valve
of temporal processing would increase the signal-to- arrangement (see also Bodyak and Slotnick, 1999), on
noise ratio and extend purely spatial models, taking the other hand, allows for a rather rapid onset of odor
into account that odor representations in the OB are presentation of estimated 10–20 ms (see Experimental
intrinsically spatiotemporal (Laurent et al., 2001; Spors Procedures). However, we do not correct for this time,
and Grinvald, 2002). Due to the subthreshold oscillatory as it is hard if not impossible to measure it accurately,
drive imposed on mitral cells by the nasal respiratory and thus always present unedited discrimination times
rhythm, strong inputs result in early AP discharge in in this study. Subtracting the estimated 10–20 ms would
mitral cells, whereas weaker inputs evoke APs only in a result in discrimination times between 180 and 300 ms,
late stage of the inhalation cycle (Margrie and Schaefer, slightly faster than the measurements by Uchida and
2003). Thus, with increasing timemoremitral cells (MCs) Mainen.
contribute to odor representation. Activation of only few Taken together, these results suggest a speed-accu-
glomerulimight provide a sufficiently distinct odor repre- racy tradeoff with odor similarity: if animals are urged to
sentation to allow discrimination of dissimilar odor pairs. respond quickly, accuracy will drop for similar odorants
Weakly activated glomeruli might be irrelevant and a (Uchida and Mainen, 2003); if animals are given the free-
sufficiently good representationmight be reachedwithin dom to sample for longer without experiencing any dis-
a short period of time. If high signal-to-noise is needed, advantage, also very similar binary mixtures can be dis-
for example, to discern similar odors, an increased num- tinguished with almost perfect accuracy, although
ber of glomeruli is required for a sufficiently accurate requiring 70–100 ms longer than a simple discrimina-
representation, and thus discriminationwill require addi- tion task.
tional time corresponding to the difference in onset la- In conclusion, in the mouse olfactory system discrimi-
tencies of MCs belonging to strongly and weakly acti- nation of highly similar odors is fast and critically de-
vated glomeruli. Other possible explanations for the pendson odor similarity. Thesediscrimination timemea-
increased DTs for similar odorants might rely on central surements provide sensitive constraints for models of
processes to either refine odor presentation or even olfactory function, suggesting that neuronal mecha-
integrate information across multiple sniff cycles. nisms mediating discrimination must act within a time
Our findings are in striking contrast to a recent report, frame of less than 200 ms after stimulus presentation.
where reaction times of rats in an odor generalization A detailed and quantitative analysis of olfactory reaction
task were reported to be similarity independent; accu- times, combined with genetic or pharmacological modi-
racy, however, dropped dramatically for more similar fications and rapid in vivo recordings will provide a
odor pairs (Uchida and Mainen, 2003). Only for the most means to further refine our understanding of information
difficult task, the authors could find a small but signifi- processing in the olfactory and other sensory systems.
cant increase in discrimination time of35ms, although
the performance of only 60%–65% casts doubt on Experimental Procedures
whether the head retraction times measured do at all
Subjectsreflect discrimination times. This is particularly problem-
A total of 6 female and 56 male C57BL6 mice were used in thisatic, as the authors chose to provide the reward in one
study. No gender difference was observed with either measure ofof two symmetrically arranged reward ports, bracketing
discrimination time for simple odors or binary mixtures. Subjectsa third, centrally located odor presentation port. This were 4–6 weeks old at the beginning of the behavioral experiments
procedure creates a situation in which the time of head and maintained on a 12 hr light-dark cycle in isolated cages in a
retraction does not necessarily reflect the time when temperature- and humidity-controlled animal facility. All behavioral
the animal has actually made a decision to turn left or training was conducted during the daytime. During the training pe-
riod, animals had free access to food but were on a water restrictionright. This highlights the strong task dependence of the
schedule designed to keep them at 85% of their baseline bodyreaction time measurements (Luce, 1986). If the animal
weight. Continuous water restriction was never longer than 12 hr.benefits from a quick reaction, because the reward is
All animal care and procedures were in accordance with the animal
spatially dissociated from the stimulus, speed might be ethics guidelines of the Max Planck Society.
enforced over accuracy. This can be further amplified
if “difficult” mixtures are intermingled with “simple” indi- Odors
vidual components such that a high number of rewards Odors used were n-amyl acetate (AA), ethyl butyrate (EB), 1,4-cineol
(Cin), eugenol (Eu), and binary mixtures of these odorants. All chemi-is ensured despite poor performance on the closely re-
cals were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich or Fluka Chemie, Stein-lated mixtures. In our case, the mice did not benefit at
heim, Germany.all from a quick head retraction; a strategy just based
on continuous sampling would result in the same reward Behavioral Training
frequency. Trained mice do, however, retract their head Apparatus
in response to an unrewarded stimulus and usually start All olfactory discrimination experiments were performed using three
modified eight-channel olfactometers (Bodyak and Slotnick, 1999;grooming or exploring the remainder of the cage. Our
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Knosys, Washington) controlled by custom software written in Igor average difference in response to the S (rewarded) and S (unre-
warded) odor (“sampling pattern”) is approximately sigmoidal and(Wavemetrics, OR). Groups were usually counterbalanced between
yields a sensitive measure of the discrimination performance. Reac-setups. In brief, odor from one out of eight odor channels was
tion times were calculated as follows: combining 200 to 300 succes-presented to the mice in a combined odor sampling/reward port.
sive trials, for every time point, beam breaking for S and S odorsThis insured tight association of the water reward with the presented
were compared by bootstrapping, yielding a significance value asodorant. Head insertion into the port was monitored by an infrared
a function of time after odor onset (Figure 2A4). The last crossingbeam and a photodiode (Figure 1A). If not otherwise noted, odors
of the p  0.05 line was measured by linear interpolation in thewere diluted to 1% in mineral oil (Fluka) and further diluted 1:20 by
logarithmic plot (Figure 2A4) and determined the discrimination timeairflow. Each S andS odorwaspresented fromasmany valves as
(DT). In3% of the cases, this did not coincide with the visually iden-possible (usually four each), allowing an online test of olfactometer
tified discrimination time [point of largest curvature in the log(p)-tintegrity by comparing performance before and after switch of odor
plot] and was corrected after visual inspection. This DT analysis islines (e.g., Figure 1C). Odors were made up freshly for each task
optimized to identify the shortest reaction time occurring in the(generally every day).
population of trials and is not affected by longer lasting events: first,Task Habituation Training
analyzing animal performance in blocks of 100 to 300 trials reducesBeginning 1–3 days after the start of the water restriction schedule,
the influence of variability such as potential variability in odor onsetanimals were trained using standard operant conditioning proce-
relative to the sniff cycle. Additionally, nonoptimal sniff cycle onsetsdures. In a first pretraining step, each lick at the water delivery tube
could result in a substantially delayed head retraction for a S trial.was rewarded. After 20 licks, a second stage began in which head
Nevertheless, the time of first crossing of the p  0.05 line (that is,
insertion initiated a 2 s “odor” presentation during which a lick was
the DT) will be delayed by only negligible amounts, provided that
rewarded. The “odorant” used in the pretraining was the mineral oil
the number of optimal or near-optimal sniff cycle onsets is suffi-
used for odor dilution. Essentially all animals learned this task within ciently large. Due to the reliable continuous sampling upon presen-
1 day (two to three sessions of 30 min each). Animals that did not tation of a S stimulus, as few as 10 trials with a head retraction
reliably insert their head into the odor port to initiate a trial were at a given time are sufficient to show a highly significant difference
excluded from the analysis (ca. 5% of all animals). in the response to S compared to the S stimuli. This ensures
Structure of an Individual Trial further robustness against variability such as the potential variability
An individual trial of the discrimination task is illustrated in Figure of the sniff cycle relative to odor onset.
1A and Figure 2A. The mouse initiates each trial by breaking a light Experiment 1
beam at the sampling port opening (Figure 1A1 and Figure 2A1). After task habituation, six mice were trained alternating “simple”
This opens one of eight odor valves and a diversion valve (DV) that (1% AA versus 1% EB) and “difficult” (mixtures of AA and EB with
allows all airflow to be diverted away from the animal for a variable varying ratios; Figure 3) odor pairs. This allowed us to assess both
time (usually tDV  500 ms). The use of the diversion valve ensures the stability of performance and DT over almost 2 months and thus
that odor traveling time between “odor onset” and first contact of to compare DTs to odor pairs of varying similarity within one animal.
the animal’s nose with the odor is minimized. Based on a flow rate Most control data (Figure 1C and Figure 2C) is from this experiment.
Herein, initially, animals perform worse and slower than during laterof 2.7 liter/min, a tube diameter of 3 mm, and a distance of 7 cm,
parts of the experiment when procedural aspects of the task arewe estimate this time to be 12 ms. As the tube widens to a large
fully acquired. From then on, performance and DTs are stable(1.7 cm diameter) glass “chimney” right in front of the sniff port, this
across months.estimate is rather crude, more realistic estimates being presumably
Experiment 2substantially longer. We thus do not correct for any estimated odor
To assess whether discrimination time differences were due to thetraveling time and present the raw, unedited discrimination times
reduced maximal concentration of an individual odorant (0.4% andthroughout the paper. After the release of the DV, the odor is applied
0.6% in a 60/40 binary mixture task compared to 1% in the simpleto the animal for 2 s (Figure 1A2 and Figure 2A). If themouse continu-
task), naive mice were trained on 1% Cin versus 1% Eu for fourously licks at the lick port during this time (once in at least three
blocks of 300 trials. Subsequently, group 1 (n  6) was trained onout of four 500 ms bins), it can receive 2–4 l water reward after
the simple odor pair 1% AA versus 1% EB for two blocks of 300the end of the 2 s period (Figure 1A3 and Figure 2A). If the animal
trials, group 2 (n  6) was trained on the low concentration (0.2%does not continuously lick or if the presented odor was a S odor
AA versus 0.2% EB); and group 3 (n  4) was trained on the mixture(unrewarded), neither a reward nor any sort of punishment is given.
(0.6% AA  0.4% EB versus 0.4% AA  0.6% EB). No differenceTrials are counted as correct if the animal licks continuously upon
in performancewas detectedwhen the three groupswere comparedpresentation of a S odor or does not lick continuously with a S
during any phase of the Cin/Eu training (p  0.2 for each unpairedodor. A second trial cannot be initiated unless an intertrial interval
Student’s t test). To assess reproducibility and stability of the train-
of at least 5 s has passed. This interval is sufficiently long so that
ing paradigm and DT measurements, a similar experiment was re-
animals typically retract quickly after the end of the trial. It also
peated with 11 additional animals, 5 trained on the simple odor pair
seemed to be sufficient, as no habituation could be observed (DT and 6 trained on the mixture (incorporated in Figure 1B).
was not correlated with the intertrial interval chosen by the animal). Experiment 3
No minimal sampling time is required to not artificially enforce a Due to difference in vapor pressure, it is possible that one odor is
fixed reaction time potentially masking odor-related differences in prevalent in a binary mixture. Similar as in experiment 2 after Cin
discrimination times. versus Eu discrimination, six mice were trained on a concentration
Odors are presented in a pseudorandomized scheme (no more difference task with the more volatile of the two esters (0.6% EB
than two successive presentations of the same odor, equal numbers versus 0.4% EB), whereas six additional mice were trained on the
within each block of 20 trials). No intrinsic preference toward any mixtures as group 3 above. Finally, both animal groups were trained
of the odors was observed. Bias by odor preferences was generally on the same concentration difference task for AA that appeared to
avoided by counterbalancing between animals. A total of 200 to 300 be at least as difficult to acquire as the EB concentration difference
trials were performed each day separated into 30–40 min stretches task (data not shown). Again, no difference was observed during
to ensure maximal motivation despite the mildness of the water the Cin/Eu training (p  0.2).
restriction scheme. Motivation was controlled by monitoring in- Statistical Comparisons
tertrial intervals (Figure 3) and the frequency of licking (data not Statistical analysis was performed in Statistica 4.0, Matlab 6.5, and
shown). Microsoft Excel 2002, and using custom written routines in Igor
Measurement of Discrimination Times Pro 4.0. For comparison of cumulative distributions, K-S tests were
Sampling behavior of both an animal in an initial training phase used; when appropriate and indicated, paired or unpaired Student’s
(Figure 2A2, upper panel) and a well-trained animal (Figure 2A2, t tests, Mann-Whitney U test, and one- and two-way ANOVA were
lower panel, and Figure 2A3) are depicted in Figure 2A.Upon presen- applied.
tation of a S odor, the animal continuously breaks the beam (Figure
1A3 and Figures 2A2 and 2A3, green), whereas upon presentation In Vivo Optical Imaging
of a S odor an animal familiar with the apparatus usually quickly Mice aged 10 to 15 weeks were anesthetized using Narcuren (65
mg/kg i.p.) or urethane (1.5 g/kg i.p.). Heart and respiration rateretracts its head (Figure 1A3 and Figures 2A2 and 2A3, red). The
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were continuously monitored. Anesthetic was supplemented Received: May 14, 2004
Revised: September 22, 2004throughout the experiments. The body temperature was kept be-
tween 36.5	C and 38	C using a heating pad and a rectal probe (FHC, Accepted: November 8, 2004
Published: December 1, 2004Bowdoinham, ME). Images were collected using a custom-built
macroscope (Navitar 17 or 25 mm; N.A. 0.46; Nikon 135 mm; f 2.0).
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